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Outcomes of Roadmapping
Workshops in Prague. 
A liveable city in harmony

with nature



Content

Results of WH‘s
Seifertova street – in Prague 3
Courtyard Braník - in Prague 4

Photo: www.vnitrobloky.cz



Project originally focused on new tram rails

- Old part of the city
- High transport pressure
- Long street running downhill
- Dark, paved areas
- Old tram rails
- Lack of capacity to catch rain water
- Poor public space and barriers
- Lack of trees/greenery
- UHI…

Seifertova Street
Aims to test the joint management of the “Seifertova and surroundings” site

approach



Feedback on the WH
- Great participation of diferent stakeholders with a moderator
- Project manager would personally add this WH into every projects
- Invite everyone
- Use it as a promotion tool and share awareness

Findings from the WH
- Integrate the whole district, instead of just one street
- Focus on rain water management

Results of the WH 
- Before X-Mas 20, should be announced a Study on rain water

management of the water catchment area.
- Around FEB/MAR 21 should be announced a Study on reconstruction

of Seifertova street. Architects managing ground floor…

Feedback of WH - Seifertova Street



Description of project
- Association BIENO 
- Community engagement projects, social inclusion
- Good contact with City District Prague 4

Braník courtyard - the furthest along
- About the courtyard:

- 1300 m2
- Four buildings
- Green area
- A bit abandoned/wild

BIENO - Courtyard
This project aims to turn courtyards into more liveable and sustainable spaces

Photo: www.vnitrobloky.cz



Barriers after the workshops

- Connection to follow activities (events, implementation of the project)

- Lack of information about funds

- Motivation to complete the project

- Who will be dealing with more technically demaning measures

Feedback from BIENO - Courtyard



Feedback from BIENO - Courtyard

Benefits of Workshops

- „Easy“ to bring diverse group together

- Ownership and responsibility for own neighbourhood

---- Somebody is interested in our courtyard --- >

- Motivation to change

- Emphasized usage of blue-green infrastructure

--- Helped a lot to integrate NBS into the project




